
Release 2022.1.1

Fast&4You
What’s new ?



Find here some main new features of this release…
The full release note is available HERE

https://www.need4viz.com/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=public_curr_release_note


Store/Reset Selection
To complete the functionality of stored drill level, now in all N4V components, the selected
item is highlighted and stored in the cache of the user’s browser. It is highlighted again
when filtering the report or coming back to the page.

Select an item (to filter the report 
for example).

The selection is highlighted (red
color can be changed)

A new item can be added to the 
N4V menu. You can reset the 

selection (and go-back to the top 
level in drill components)

Click again on selected item will
unselect it (and reset Webi filter if 

applied)

Highlighting selection
can be disabled in each

component



Many enhancement are coming with the new release : Printing in PDF, HTML Export, 
Default number formatting…

A default path where exporting HTML components 
can be set by administrator. 

In each component, check the box to use it (complete it if needed) 
or continue to set individually your destination path.

Thousand separator can now be
set globally and initialized with
your value for all components

Previously, it was mandatory
to select 96 DPI when exporting

N4V components in PDF.

Now, you can choose the DPI 
you want ! The image generated

in the PDF will always be
correctly sized and in a higher

definition

Global Enhancement



Find here the N4V for Webi roadmap for 2022. 
This forecast is likely to change depending on the needs 
and requests of our customers.
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N4V 2022.3.0

N4V 2022.2.0

Roadmap 2022

Minor releases (every 2 months) : bug fixes, addition of new settings or features to existing components
Major releases (every 4 months) : same as minor releases and addition of new component(s)

Some of future components 
we are working on…

Heatmap

Colorized bubbles gauge
Bars race

N4V 2022.1.0

2022

Month 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Major N4V 2022.1.0 2022.2.0 2022.3.0

Minor N4V 2022.0.1 2022.1.1 2022.2.1

Private Cloud Edition on the way

S.A.C. integration on the way

Calendar picker
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